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A group of red doors spotted here. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their site. Rustic red doors spotted here. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you
may be able to find more information on their site. A traditional red door spotted here. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their site. Tropical red doors spotted here. Add #EDStreetStyle photos to share your street style.
PLUS: See what's new on ELLEDECOR.com today: 6 ways the kitchen of the future will make your Insta Office Tour unravel: Moda Operandi headquarters Can you hit coziest city in America? How to bring home 25 years of design inspiration This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this site to help users
order their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Top Ten Reviews supported by its audience. When you shop through links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Find out more Hello, friends! I'm so excited about this post! Whether you're just now in the
process of buying your first home, or have been in your home for years, chances are you have big plans to turn it into your dream home - I know I do! Why the new construction was best for us We built our house about two and a half years ago through the volume builder of the house because it was the smartest financial option for us. At
the time, the market was really high, and using volume builders was actually cheaper than buying an existing home. Plus, we got exactly what we wanted! We had the freedom to choose the colors we loved, but we were limited by the builder's feature options. This resulted in us choosing very basic styles and making plans to find
replacements down the road that we really loved - as well as all our lighting fixtures. (Don't you like the nice copper chandelier we put in our home library?!) Our house had amazing bones, excellent family floor plan and a nice color palette. Yet almost immediately when we moved in, I had a mental list of all the things we could do to turn it
into our perfect place. Tips and tips for remodeling Do not spend a penny until you consider these cheap and simple options. Reshaping Tips and Tips Just a little imagination and a few tools could do that by listing your new home. Reshaping tips and tips Makes rooms taller, shorter and more imaginative - and cover up flaws. Reshaping
tips and tips How to make your new house one quick and easy project at the same time Now, there is nothing wrong with wanting to change and your home, but it can also be a dangerous game. I didn't want all those great ideas I had for our house to take away from my beauty. Beauty. It was. For example, we love all the electrical
updates we've made in our home like night lights under the towel holder in the photo below. But our home was still fully functional before we had them. The trick is to be satisfied with what you have while simultaneously working to improve. The easiest way for us to do this is to make a list of dream house projects! Storage Ideas &amp;
Hacks Start saving those egg boxes! Bathroom and laundry When turning a bathtub into a shower, follow these 6 unmistakable tips. Tips for maintaining a telltale home signs that flubbing house maintenance, such as parking on the grass. Related: The best ways to personalize your home Create Your Dream Home Worksheet My
husband and I listed all the projects we wanted to do, along with their associated costs, and then ranked them by priority. This helped us develop a clear plan for working with the money we had on hand. Of course, I had to make a free print option for you, in case you wanted your list of dream projects. You can download and print yourself
here. These things allowed us to honestly assess our feelings and determine which things matter most to us. Also, on those occasions when we found a little extra money, but not enough to solve a major renovation, we looked at our list and chose a smaller project to accomplish. For example, in our little muddy makeover in the photo
above, we added a panel door for a cheap accessory that makes a statement. Our list of dream projects was so fun to put together, and it turned our dreams from feeling scary into exciting again. In addition, it is fun to look back on our list at the end of the year and remember all the things we have already achieved! Good luck turning your
houses into dream homes, friends! Related: 7 of the most financially conscious home upgrades you can make from small homes to wooden buildings, get inspired by sustainable home and eco-life trends along with the latest on green construction, urban planning and environmental design. This site is not available in your country Spruce
uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Spruce, you accept our use of cookies. Cardi B asked for decorative help yesterday via her Instagram story. I need suggestions about interior designers in the house, wrote the rap superstar on the background of the sherbet color. While certainly inundated with suggestions
from its 76.9 million followers, AD happens to have little expertise on the subject. Consider throwing our proverbial hat into the ring – Cardi, we are here to help (and we don't beg for a cameo at all in your next splashy music video). Here are five potential designers who we think could make her dream home start her. Alex P. WhiteNew
York– and Los Angeles-based designer Alex P. White know how to cultivate a mood in their interiors. With background in fine art, and often with inspiration drawn from vintage rooms, rooms, Style is expertly 70s glam with a contemporary twist. Joining forces with Cardi could only bring one thing – a home that would rival the drama of
even its most lively music video sets. Sure, White would probably give up the châteauesque McManse, but as a master of mood lighting and striking furniture silhouettes, perhaps the two of them would make the perfect creative pair. Sally BreerCardi's daughter Kulture, 2, has been known to step forward in diamonds and even her own
pink Birkin bag, so the little one needs a bedroom as colorful and chic as this one. Photo: Laura ResenAs mother of the ever-elegant Kiari Culture, Cardi will surely eschew the traditional toy-filled nursery. And designer Sally Breer knows how to make a nursery as chic as any. Breer introduced the amazing Napa Valley family home in this
month's AD, which she designed for the couple and their two young sons. In one boy's room, above, a dinosaur-patterned kaleidoscopic backdrop becomes a bright backdrop for Serena &amp; Lily candied filled with piles of vibrant pillows. A pink and white carpet with a zebra print pumps drama – and a Lego is in sight. Martyn Lawrence
Bullard What do Cher, Tommy Hilfiger and Kylie Jenner have in common? Star designer Martyn Lawrence Bullard has devised their eye-popping interiors. The Cardi B star is on the rise, and is known to love the sumptuous, artistically filled look for which Bullard is recognized. Cardi recently spent time in a modern-looking home with a
contemporary, floating staircase. Surely Bullard can make the home statement architecture shine through, from the different arches in his Palm Springs hideout to the elegant entrance staircase in Kylie's Hidden Hills pad. Forbes &amp; MastersMonet Masters and Tavia Forbes, who run Atlanta-based Forbes+Masters, are known for their
glamorous, bold venues. No project is a cookie cutter, and the design duo pride themselves on getting to know the client's style before embarking on a decorating scheme. For Real Housewives of Atlanta star Kandi Burruss' poolhouse, Forbes + Masters invented a lacquer karaoke room, while installing wallpaper with 3D illusion for
another client's powder room. This daring spirit could go down well with rapper WAP's eye for drama. And their company is within driving distance of cardi pads (although perhaps this is less important to a celeb who can't drive). Ferris RafauliRafauli (right) and Drake in a lavish, daring salon he designed at the rapper's toronto home.
Photo: Jason SchmidtThere are few designers whose aesthetics are as over-the-top as Canada-based Ferris Rafauli. Carda's dream house in Atlanta, which she bought with Offset around Christmas, certainly shows her penchant for megamania (and cash flow cumulated him with four number one hits). Rafauli, who designed Drake's
monumental Toronto Pleasure Dome – a 50,000-square-foot Beaux Arts-style palace called the Embassy - is as much as it can be when it comes to scale. With shimmering chandeliers, smooth marble marble And places for the Grammys, Rafauli has a superstar-artist scheme down pat, with no shortage of drips. Drip.
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